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TYPE KP THREE PIIASE VOLTAOE
AND PI+ASE SEQUENCE RELAY

CAUTloN: Before putting relays into service, remove all blocking which may have been inserted for
the purpose 6f securing the parts during shipment,
make sure that all moving parts operate freely, inspect the contacts to see that they are clean and
close properly, and operate the relay to check the
settings and electrical connections.

APPLICATloN
The type KP relay is a three phase` high speed
voltage and pha,se sequence relay.

This relay can.be used as either an undervoltage
or overvoltage fault detector. In addition, it can also
be used to check phase sequence of a three phase
voltage.
CONSTRUCT`10N

AND

0PERATloN

The type KP relay consists of a high speed
cylinder unit with an adjustable spring and an indicating cc)ntactor switch when required.
Voltage Unit

The voltage unit is a product induction cylinder
type unit.
Mechanically, the overcurrent unit is composed
of three basic components: a die-cast aluminum frame
and electromagnet, a moving element assembly, and
a molded bridge.
The frame serves as the mounting structure for
the magnetic core. The magnetic core which houses
the lower pin bearing is secured to the frame by a
spring and snap ring. The bearing can be re|)laced,
if necessary, without having to remove the magnetic
core from the frame.

The electromagnet has two pairs of coils. The
coils of each pair are mounted diametrically opposite
one another. In addition, there are two locating pins.
The locating I)ins are used to accurately position the
lower pin bearing, which is mounted on the frame,
with respect to the upper pin bearing, which is
threaded into the bridge. The electromagnet is
permanently secured to the frame
separated from the frame.
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and cannot be

The moving element assembly consists of a
Spiral spring, contact caITying member, and an
aluminum cylinder assembled to a molded iiub which
holds the shaft. The shaft has.remo.vable top and
bottom jewel bearings. The sha,ft rides between the
bottom pin bearing.and the upper pin bearing with the
cylinder rotating in an air ga,p formed by the electromagnet and the magnetic cc)re.

The bridge is secured to the electromagnet and
frame by two mounting screws. In addition to holding
th: upperpin bearing. the bridge is us6d for mounting
the adjustable stationary contact housing. The
stationary contact housing is held in position by a
spring type clamp. The spring adjuster is located on
the underside of the bridge and is attached to the
moving contact arm by a spiral spl.ing. The spring

adjuster is also held' in place by a, spring type
clamp.

With the contacts closed, the electrical connection is made through the stationary contact housing
clamp, to the moving contact, through the spiral
spring out to the spring adjuster clarnp.
The voltage at which the contacts eit;her pickup
or dropout can be varied by means of moving the
spring adjuster.
Indicating Contactor Switch Unit (lcs)

Tlie indicating contactor switch i's a small d-c
operated clapper type device. A magnetic zirmature,
to which leaf-spring mounted contacts are attached,is attracted to the magnetic core upon energization
of the switch. When the switch closes, the moving
contacts bridge.two stationary contacts, completing
the trip circuit. Also during this opel.ation two fingers
on the armature deflect a spring located on the front
of the switch, which allows the operation indicator
target to drop. The target is reset from the outside of
the case by a push rod located at the bc>ttom of
the covel..

All possible contingencies which may arise during installation, operation, or maintenance, and all
del_ails and variations of this equipment do not purport to be covered by these instructions. If further
irformation is desired by purchaser regarding his particular installation, operation or malnt6r;ance of
hi.s equipment, the local Westinghouse Electric Corporal.Ion representative should be contacted.

SUPERSEDES I.L. 41-222.4A, dated October 1969
®Denotes changed since previous issue.
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The front spring, in addition to holding the target,
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SETTINGS

I)rovides restraint; for the armature and thus controls
the pickup value of the switch.

The KP Voltage Relay is factory calibrated
and set for a dropout of 70 volts. However, if another
voltage setting is required, then the following procedure should be used to recalibrate the relay:

Contacts

The moving contact assembly in the KP voltage
unit has been factory adjusted for low contact bounce
performance and should not be disturbed.

If the relay is to be used as an undel`voltage
relay, applythe required three phase dropout voltage
and make the following adjustment. Move the spring
adjuster mounted just under the bridge of the cylinder
unit until the mounting contact just touches the right
hand stationary contact. For an overvoltage setting,
use the sa,me procedure except that the moving contact must just touch the left hand stationary contact.

The set screw in each stationary contact has
been shop adjusted for optimum follow and this adadjustment should. not be disturbed.
CHARACTERI STICS

The maximum range of adjustment is 30 to 120
volts, three phase. Looking at the front view and
from t;he top of the KP relay, the 30 volt ad].ustment
of the spring will be towards the full clockwise

The type KP relay can be ad].usted by means of
the spring adjuster cm the cylinder unit for a range
of pickup or dropout of 30 to 120 volts three phase.
Factory calibration -is 70 Volts.

position of 'adj`ustment. The 120 volt calibration
point will be towards the full counter-clockwise position of the spring adjuster.

The KP Voltage Relay will also respond to
phase to phase voltage conditions as well as three
phase voltage. A conversion curve between both is
shown in Fig. 4.

Note: In order to adjust the spring, place a screwdriver or similar tool into one of the notches located
on.the periphery` of the spring adjuster and rotate it.

The relay has inverse timing; thatis, the greater
the decrease, or the greater the increase, in voltage,
the faster the relay contacts will close. Typical
time curves are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

I N S T A L LA T I o N
The relays should be mounted on switchboard panels
or their equivalent in a location free from dirt, moisture,
excessive vibration and heat. Mount the relay vertically

Trip Circuit

The main contacts will safely close 30 amperes
at 250 volts d-c and the seal in contacts of the indicating contactor switch (when supplied) will sat?ly
caITy this current long enough to trip a circuit
breaker. The indicating contactor switch (when
supplied) has a pickup of approximately 1 ampere.
Its d-c resistance is 0.1 ohms.
Energy Requirements

Burden at rated 120 Volts AC

Phase A to a;
watts - 1.44
vars. -2.40
Vcilt-anperes - 2.80
power factor angle -59o Lag.

Phase a to 8
watts - 1.45
vars. -2.33
volt-amperes -2.75

power factor angle - 58o I.ag.
Continuous rating of the KP relay.is 132 volts a-c.

by means of the rear mounting stud or studs for the type
®

FT projection case or bymeansofthefour mountingholes
on the flange for the semi-flush type FT case. Either the
stud or t;he mounting screws may be utilized for grounding the relay. External toothed washers are provided for
use in the locations shown on the outline and drilling plan

to facilitate making a good electrical connection between
the relay case, its mounting screws or studs, and the relay
panel. Ground wires are affixed to the mounting to the
mounting screws or studs as required for poorly grounded
or insulating panels. Other electrical connections may be
made dil`ectly to the terminals by means of screws for

steel panel munting or to the tel.minal stud furnished
with the relay for thick panel mounting. The terminal

stud may be easily removed or inserted by locking two
nuts on the stud and then turning the proper nut with a
wrench.

For detail infol.mation on the FT case refer to I.L. 41076.

ADJUSTMENTS

AND

MAINTENANCE

The proper adjustments to insure coITect operation of this relay have been made at the factory.
Upon receipt of the relay, no customer adjustments,
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other than those covered under "Settings," should
be required.

should not be used unless it is apparent that the
relay is not in proper working order. (See "Acceptance Check").

Acceptance Check

A. Voltage Unit

The following check is recommended to insure
that the KP Relay is in proper working order:

1. The upper pin bearing should be screwed
dctwn until there is approximately .025 clearance between it and the top of the shaft
bearing. The upper pin bearing should then be
securely locked in position with the lock nut.
The lower bearing position is fixed and cannot be adjusted.

A. Voltage Unit

1.

contact gap - the

contact gap should be

a|)proximately .020! '.

2. voltage setting -avoltage settingof 70 volts
was made at the factol`y This can be checked
by applying 70 volts three phase to the relayand the moving contact should be just floating
or touching the right-hand stationary contact
within ±3% of this value. GI.eater accuracy
can be obtained by pre-heating the relay at
normal line voltage for approximately one

t2.

voltage unit is made with thei moving contact
in the reset position, i.e., against the right
side of the molded bridge. Advance the right
.hand stationary contact until it just touches
the moving contact. Then advance the stationary contact % turn. Now screw ip the left
hand stational`y contact until it just tc)uches

hour.

the moving contact. Then back off the left
hand stationary contact one turn for a gap of
approximately 1.020". The clamp holding
the stationary contact housing need not be
loosened for the adjtistment' since the clamp
utilizes a spring-type action in holding the

a. Indicating Contactor Switch (ICS)

Close the main relay contacts and pass sufficient
d-c current through the trip circuit to close the conta,cts of the ICS. This value of current srtyould be
between 1 a,nd 1.2 amperes. The indicator target
should drop freely.

The contact.,gap` adjustment for the under-

A

stationary cohiact in position.
The contact gap should be approximately 5/6i"
between the bridging moving contact and the adjustable statictnary contacts. The bridging moving con-

3. For greater accuracy pre-heat the relay by
applying rated voltage for approximately one
hour prior to setting the sensitivity.`

tacts should touch both stationary contacts simultaneously.

•^ .

ing the tension of the spiral spring attached
to i;he moving element assembly. The spring
is adjusted by pl.acing a screwdriver or similar

Routine Maintenance

All relays should be
and the operation should be
every year or at such other
be dictated by experience to
ticular application.

inspected periodically
checked,at least rQnce
time intervals as may
be suitable to. the, par-

All contacts should be periodically cleaned. A
.
contact burnisher s#182A836H01 is recommended for
.`
this purpose. The use of abrasive in+aterial for elean-I- .
ing contacts is not recommended be6ause. oi the '
danger of embedding small particles in. the 'face of
the soft silver and thus impar`ing the coritact.

The sensitivity adjustment is rna.de by vary-

tool into one `of the notches located ori the
the periphery o,f the s|)ring adjuster. and
rotating it. The spring aa].uster is located on
the underside 'of the bridge and is held in

•

place by a spri,ng:try:pe clamp that does not
have to be 1`oosened `prior to making the
< necessary adjustmeuts.
+

+

I

I `

App,1y the desireq dropout.Voltage tot+th'e re-

1a:3r'and adjinst the .sfrral spring `as noted

above until the moving contact j.ust floats or
mal[es with the right hand stationary contact.

C al ibrati on

a

8. Indicating Contactc)r Switch (ICS). .

Use the following procedure for calibrating the
relay if the relay has been taken apart for repairs or
the adjustments have been disturbed. This procedure

Adjust the contact gap for approximately 5/64"
(-1/64„, +0).

TYPE KF' THREE PHASE VOLTAGE
AND PHASE SEQUENCE RELAY

Close the main relay contacts and check to see
that the relay picks up and the target `drops between
1 and 1.2 amperes d-c.

To increase the pickup current remove the molded
cover and bend the springs out or away from the
cover. To decrease the pickup current bend the
springs in toward the cover.

Fig.1.

RENEWAL

PARTS

Repair work can be done most satisfactorily
at the factory. However, interchangeable parts can
be furnished to the customers who are equipped for
doing repair work. When ordering parts, always give
the complete nameplate data.

Photograph ~ Type KP Relay without cclse.
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